










Mode of Operation to implement the Placement Tie up with 

gboxz family 

➔ Register college in the gboxz's ONBO recruitment application.

➔ gboxz Family will provide logins for PO to monitor candidates.

➔ The college placement team will provide a list of candidates interested

in the prescribed format by email.

➔ The college should also send all updated resumes of the participating

candidates by email.

➔ gboxz Family will provide registration links through the candidate's mail.

➔ The candidate will complete registration by choosing their area of interest.

➔ Candidates should make effective use of the guideline documents provided

through the web application.

➔ All guidance, monitoring activities & reporting activities will be done online

through the ONBO recruitment application.

➔ Active participation in the process is expected from the colleges or

universities.

➔ Candidates will be placed only after academic course completion.







PLACEMENT 

Once the Face to Face Technical interview is conducted and the results are 

announced 

➔ Offer letter will be released to the selected candidates, with 4.5 LAKHS PER

ANNUM offer.

➔ •Earn while in Campus' commences for the selected candidates.

➔ While in campus the selected candidates will be provided the offer letter for

4.5 LAKHS PER ANNUM. This offer letter will be valid only after completion

of a selected candidate's academic course.

➔ The initial offer extended to the candidates is 4.5 LAKHS PER ANNUM only.

➔ Constantly monitoring the candidate's performance even after extending

the initial offer during "EARN WHILE IN CAMPUS" Phase.

➔ Extra-ordinary performing candidates earn a chance for receiving a revised

offer of upto 10 LAKHS PER ANNUM. This is decided when the candidate

completes their academic course.
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NON-CUSTOMARY PROGRAM PAY (NPP) 

➔ Selected candidates are paid Non-Customary Program Pay (NPP), initially

Rs 5000 is deposited into their bank account under "EARN WHILE IN

CAMPUS" program.

➔ Meanwhile 50 gboxz Family virtual tokens are posted on the

ONBO recruitment application to the selected candidate. One Virtual Token is

equal to Rs.100.

➔ The Selected candidates will be assigned tasks to write or build classes,

functions, components, etc. from the subsequent month of their selection

for the available 50 tokens.



➔ After the completion of a task, candidate will be awarded tokens as listed

for the job. The earned tokens are deducted from available 50 tokens.

Example: The following will be displayed on the candidate's - ONBO

Application when they login

Initial NPP 5,000 deposited in candidate's account, Token Credits: 50 

Virtual Tokens Consumed for Task(s): 15 

Balance Virtual Token Credits: 35 

➔ Once the 'Initial Virtual Token Credits' (50 tokens) clock zero or tends to

zero and there are no more available tokens left, the candidate will have to

earn 100 more tokens to get the next payment by performing more tasks.

Non-Customary Program Pay is not applicable after the first hundred 

selected candidates. After the selection of the hundredth candidate, 

selected candidates will be required to perform tasks and then earn 

virtual tokens which will be encashed as per gboxz Family's decision. 

All decisions on encashment will be under gboxz Family's sole 

discretion and final. 

OUR ROLE 

-

➔ gboxz Family will provide a Web Application called ONBO for the purpose

of RECRUITMENT.

➔ gboxz Family will provide technology specific guideline materials for

Preparation through the Web Application to the Registered Candidates.

➔ gboxz Family may conduct Seminars/ Events for Knowledge Enhancement

programs.

➔ gboxz Family will Identify the Improvements to be made and will help you

with the same throughout the recruitment process.



BENEFITS TO THE CANDIDATES 

➔ Real time Industry Training and Exposure with Non-Customary Program

Pay (NPP).

➔ Candidates will get exposure to work on the latest and the best

technologies.

➔ The tasks can be done at city/ town of the college itself.

➔ Tasks are given to candidate's providing them a real time exposure in a

high-strung process-oriented software development environment.

➔ Selected candidates will be placed with gboxz Family in Chennai or

anywhere in India

➔ Candidates can start earning while they are in their final year of college.

CANDIDATE REGISTRATION 

➔ Please collect details of the interested candidates in the attached format

➔ Send us the same through email.
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